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The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations writes on their website “[vendors or
hawkers] represent a significant part
of urban food consumption for millions of low-and-middle-income consumers, in urban areas on a daily basis.
Street foods may be the least expensive and most accessible means of obtaining a nutritionally balanced meal
outside the home for many low income people, provided that the consumer is informed and able to choose
the proper combination of foods.”
(http://www.fao.org/fcit/food-processing/street-foods/en/).

pat: As soon as they move away from
Asia they will start to lament that they
miss the variety and the ready availability of street snacks and they will
discuss it as if street snacks were culinary delicacies par excellence.

many trips to the region. This is not
one of your fancy, high gloss cookbooks, which are beautiful to browse
through but not very useful in an actual kitchen. No, this is one of the few
cookbooks, which will actually have a
place right next to my stove: The reA new book called “asia street food” cipes are easy to understand and folby Heike and Stefan Leistner collects low. The ingredients are exotic, but
now many of South East Asia’s street most of them can be actually found
food recipes, illustrated with colorful in Europe (plus the authors will propictures of the Asian street life and vide alternatives for those, which are
completed with facts, information not easily found here). Some of the
and travel notes from the authors. condiments, which are used in several
The two editors of the book, one an of the recipes and are either hard to
author and the other a photographer, find in Europe or should be prepared
are dedicated to make the street cui- freshly (like roasted peanuts or bunThis means street food is a very sine of South East Asia more known rieu paste) have their own bar-codeimportant part of the food supply in Europe. Since 2004 they have been picture. The readers can scan the
for Asia’s city dwellers. In Southeast busy researching Asian culinary art codes with a barcode-reader on their
Asia one can eat every single meal of and blogging about it on www.asiast- smartphones and will be directed to
the day - from breakfast to late night reetfood.com. Now they published the recipes on the authors’ internetsnack - buying it from a hawker. This their recipes and travel notes in their blog. Technophobes will probably
is a part of everybody’s daily life and first cookbook – collecting 70 authen- hate this feature, but I thought it was
often a sheer necessity. But ask any- tic recipes from Vietnam, Cambodia, a neat idea. I just want to add one little
body, who used to travel or live in Asia Laos, Thailand and Myanmar and il- advice to the publishers: Print the QR- native or tourist, backpacker or ex- lustrating them with pictures of their codes in a color with a higher contrast,
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because most code readers have difficulties to scan the yellow ones.
The book contains most of my
South East Asian snack favorites: tofu
with lemon grass, banh xeo, amok and
pad thai - plus a lot more, which were
completely new to me. One of my
new discoveries was the Luang-Prabang-Salad, which will definitely become a staple in my kitchen.
However, this book does not only
provide us with cooking instructions,
the travel notes and background information make a very interesting
read and they inspire the reader to
think, how the complicated histories
of countries, their people and their
cuisines are interlinked. It made me
think, how globally connected we all
became: Vietnamese farmer girls, who
are selling baguettes and kem cara-

men (crème caramel) at the roadside
or Burmese street cooks using avocados for preparing a salad called “htaw
bat thoke”, which tastes pretty much
like guacamole with a slightly Asian
twist. Today, we call it fusion kitchen,
but maybe it started with colonialism or even much earlier. Street food
teaches us, that people were always
on the move, travelling, settling down
and blending their cultures – leading
to delicious results.
With this cookbook all of us can be
a part of this development, easily replicating the recipes from the Asian
cook shops back home in our kitchens.
The only flaw of the book is that up
to now it is only available in German.
But maybe there is a publishing house
somewhere out there, which is interested in an English edition.
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